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Objective (30)
(Section – A)
Reading
Case study-1
Mani and Anandi are friends. Last Sunday they went to a park. There they flew their kites.
Mani’s kite looked like a butterfly. Anandi’s kite looked like a Star. The kites went high up in
the sky. They looked so beautiful. All the children clapped to see the kites.
Tick (✓ ) the correct option :

(5)

1) Mani and Anandi are ---a) brothers
b) friends

c) neighbours

d) sisters

2) They went to a----a) park
b) garden

c) street

d) playground

3) Mani's kite looked like a----a) star
b) flag

c) butterfly

d) moon

4) When the children saw the kites flying, they----a) laughed
b) clapped
c) shouted

d) ran

5) Mani and Anandi flew their kites on----a) Saturday
b) Monday
c) Sunday

d) Tuesday

Case study-2
The elephant lives in Africa. The elephant is big and grey. It has 4 legs and big feet. It has big
ears and two tusks. The elephant’s nose is called trunk. The elephant uses its trunk to pick up
food. Its big ears help to keep it cool.
Tick (✓ ) the correct option:
1) What is the story about?
a) lion
b) cow

(5)

c) elephant

d) giraffe

2) Where does the elephant live?
a) America
b) Australia
c) Africa

d) Europe

3) How is the elephant’s feet?
a) small
b) big

d) fat

c) thin

4) How many tusks does the elephant have?
a) one
b) two
c) three

d) four

5) The elephant’s nose is called--a) mane

b) hump

c) trunk

d) horn

Comprehension
There was an apple tree in Ratan's house. He was hungry to eat the apples. But he was too lazy
to climb the tree. So he waited for the apples to fall but the apples did not fall.
Tick (✓ ) the correct option:

(10)

1) What tree was in Ratan's garden?
a) mango

b) banana

c) apple

d) orange

2) How was Ratan?
a) busy

b) lazy

c) funny

d) crazy

c) he was angry

d) he was merry

c) trees

d) treives

3) Why did he want to eat the apples?
a) he was happy

b) he was hungry

4) What is the plural form of tree?
a) tries

b) treys

5) Ratan waited and waited for the apples to --a) fly

b) run

c) fall

d) walk

c) yellow

d) all of the above

c) police man

d) gardener

c) zebra

d) elephant

c) bad

d) smart

6) What is the colour of apples?
a) red

b) green

7) Who looks after a garden?
a) cook

b) pilot

8)Which animal climbs a tree ?
a) donkey

b) monkey

9) Being lazy like Ratan , it’s --a) good

b) cool

10) How many vowels are there in apples?

a) 1

b) 3

c) 2

d) 4

Grammar ( 10 )
Section-B
1) Joy wrote some words, but he forgot to put A, E, I, O, U . Write the words correctly.
Pictures are there to help you.
1+1 = (2)

1)

R N G ______________________

2)

N R S __________________________

2) Write the rhyming words :
a) Boat _________

1+1= (2)
b) Fox _________

3) Write the singular word for given plural. Draw and colour a picture for each.
1+1= (2)
a) Caps __________

b) Mangoes _________________

4) Rewrite these lists in alphabetical order.
(1)
a) bee , grasshopper, ant, wasp
__________________ __________________

________________ ________________

5) SOLVE THE PUZZLE -

(3)

Subjective (20)
Section-C
Writing (paragraph)
Name the National tree of India.
___________________________________

Write two importance of tree.

1+2 = (3)

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Section-D (Literature)
1) Write the name of the given expression-

_________________

(2)

________________

2) Identify the given picture and write its name , also write the meaning of it . (2)

_____________

_______________

3) Rearrange the given word and write the opposite of it.
nogl

_________________

(2)

__________________

4) Answer the following questions :
a) Whose house was strongest? Why?

1+2 = (3)

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

5) Reference to context (RTC) :

(3)

“I will huff and puff and I will blow your house down”

a) Who was the speaker of the above line?

b) Was the speaker good or bad?
_____________________________________________________________________________

c) Was the speaker able to blow down all the houses?

6) Complete the poem-

(3)

My house is red-a __________________ house
A happy ___________________ am I.
I _____________________ and play the whole day long

7) THINK AND WRITE :
a) According to the houses who do you think is the intelligent pig ?

________________________________________________________________

b) Name a natural and a man-made thing from the poem ‘ A Happy Child ’ .
_________________________________
_________________________________

(2)

